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UNIT PLAN -- HUMOR IN LITERATURE AND LIFE

“Against the assault of laughter nothing can stand” – Mark Twain

I. Context

This 4-week unit plan is designed for a 10th grade English class at AP Randolph High School in Washington Heights.  There are 25 
students in the class and its demographics mirror the general school population (50% male and 50% female; 60% hispanic and 40% 
black).  Students test into this school and many travel from other boroughs to attend.  Many students are bilingual, but only 2-3 are 
considered English Language Learners (ELL).  Students vary in their reading level: 5 students are “struggling,” 15 students are 
“average,” and 5 students are “advanced.” In 2010-11, 92% of students passed the English Regents1.  In terms of socioeconomic 
status, 76% are eligible for free or reduced price lunches.  I will have access to a projector connected to my laptop (no smartboard) and 
copies of all the reading materials.  

II. Rationale/Overview

I chose this unit theme because humor is all around us, and it is with few exceptions (e.g. miming) it involves the creative and playful 
use of language.  My students are always laughing.  They use and encounter humor constantly, but do they really stop to think about 
what makes something funny?  Do they know about the different types and functions of humor?  My goal is for students to reflect on 
humor as a language device, how it used in different media, and the various purposes it can serve.   

In 1999, Alleen and Don Nilsen, both professors at Arizona State, published an article called “The Straw Man Meets His Match: Six 
Arguments for Teaching Humor in English Classes.” The article debunks several myths about teaching humor, and provides the 
supporting points a teacher like me might need to justify this theme.  One of their main ideas is that humor is relevant to students’ 
lives: “The fact that everyday life is so full of humor makes it all the more important that we bring humor into our classrooms lest 
students conclude that school is even less relevant to ordinary life than they thought” (Nilsen 34).  
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The unit features various kinds of texts - short story, memoir, nonfiction, poetry - along with video to create multiple entry points for 
different kinds of learners.  Also, there is a heavy emphasis on journal writing, which will allow students to share their interests, ideas, 
and questions while allowing me the opportunity to monitor progress and understanding on an individual basis.  Most importantly, I 
think this topic is relevant to all people, especially teens. 

Below is an outline of the unit objectives and goals: 

 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What makes something we read, watch or encounter funny?  
• How and where does humor influence and affect your life?  
• What are the different types of humor? 

 ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:
• What makes something we read, watch or encounter funny?  
• How and where does humor influence and affect your life?  
• What are the different types of humor? 

 ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:
• Humor is timeless and we see it in various areas of our lives from 

books to movies, and especially communicating with friends. 
• Humor, when used in the appropriate time and place, can be a 

powerful communication tool with various purposes and effects.

 ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS:
• Humor is timeless and we see it in various areas of our lives from 

books to movies, and especially communicating with friends. 
• Humor, when used in the appropriate time and place, can be a 

powerful communication tool with various purposes and effects.

CONTENT AREAS:
History of humor (theories and different types); humor in literature (short story, limerick), 
satire (political cartoons) and pop culture (TV, advertising); creative writing; vocabulary

CONTENT AREAS:
History of humor (theories and different types); humor in literature (short story, limerick), 
satire (political cartoons) and pop culture (TV, advertising); creative writing; vocabulary

CONTENT AREAS:
History of humor (theories and different types); humor in literature (short story, limerick), 
satire (political cartoons) and pop culture (TV, advertising); creative writing; vocabulary

CONTENT AREAS:
History of humor (theories and different types); humor in literature (short story, limerick), 
satire (political cartoons) and pop culture (TV, advertising); creative writing; vocabulary

Skills AssessmentsAssessments Common Core Standards

Students will analyze and discuss a variety 
of humorous texts (e.g. short story, memoir, 
poetry)

Literature circles; Journal WritingLiterature circles; Journal Writing CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.9-10.1

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.1

Students will practice and develop creative 
writing skills

Creation of limerick and satirical articleCreation of limerick and satirical article CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.3

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.3d

Students will assess the work of fellow 
classmates

Peer review commentsPeer review comments CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.5
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Students will review and analyze parody 
videos and advertisements

Journal WritingJournal Writing CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.9-10.3

Students will synthesize and express 
cumulative key learnings

Journal Writing; Final ProjectJournal Writing; Final Project CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.5

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.9-10.10

Students will learn new vocabulary words 
(e.g. satire, limerick)

Final Project (incorporation of key terms)Final Project (incorporation of key terms) CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.9-10.4

III. Instructional Resources

Primary Texts: 

1) Mark Twain’s “The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” -- Twain published this short story in 1865 and it helped 
jumpstart his writing career.  The humor is subtle at times (and subjective) which is a point in and of itself (i.e. there is a spectrum of 
overt to covert forms of humor).  We can have a discussion about context and how what people find funny in one time period may or 
may not carry over to others.  

2) David Sedaris’ Me Talk Pretty One Day (selections) -- This memoir is heavy with self-deprecating humor and suggests he uses it as 
a way to examine his own psyche and issues.  A quote from John Foyston on the back of my edition says, “Sedaris manages to make 
something bigger and more enduring out of his humor, in much the manner Mark Twain used humor as a lens through which to 
examine humanity.” I’ve chosen three excerpts that deal with issues relevant or interesting to many teens: self consciousness, drug use, 
and parent relations.  

3) Edward Lear’s Book of Nonsense (selections) -- This collection of limericks was published in 1846.  Lear wrote them for the 
grandchildren of his patron, the Earl of Derby2 and they demonstrate the flexibility and playfulness of language.  Limericks are a 
humorous form of poetry and a good complement to the short story and memoir students will have read, and the fact that they were 
often paired with illustrations makes them a good segue to parody and satire.     
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Supplementary Texts:

1) What’s Your Humor Style? - article in Psychology Today -- This article will help introduce the unit.  It’s a short non-fiction piece 
that gets into the history and psychology of humor.  It talks about different types of humor and how they function, and lends itself to 
having students think and write about the humor styles they use and respond to.

2) “The Straw Man Meets His Match” - article in English Journal -- This article is written for teachers but includes a concise list of 10 
features that correlate with what we find funny (superiority, exaggeration, etc).  It’ll be useful for students to refer back to this in 
analyzing the humor they encounter in other texts and in their own writing/projects. 

3) “How to Use Humor in Advertising” - article from Inc. Magazine -- This article discusses how companies use humor to try and 
create an emotional connection between their product or service and potential customers.  I want to show students there are jobs out 
there that besides comedian that involve humor and humor writing.  Also, I want students to be aware and critical of the advertising 
pitches they encounter.    

Additional Resources:

1) Topical Articles from The Onion

2) NPR Podcast “What Makes Something Funny” 

3) Video clips from SNL, South Park

IV.  Assessments (see Appendix for Rubrics) 

Summative Assessment:

1) Final Project: students will create an advertisement for a product/service of their choice, using humor as the way to connect with 
consumers. It can be a print ad, video, billboard, social media campaign (eg series of twitter / fb posts), or something that hasn’t been 
invented yet. Students will also include a 1-2 page summary explaining the product/service, what makes the ad funny, the target 
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market, and why using humor might appeal to them.  In their explanation, students will must cite at least 2 of the sources and 2 key 
terms we discussed in class.  

Other Formal Assessments: 

1) Limerick Madness: students will write their own limericks and submit them to me to be posted (anonymously) on a big board, 
under the heading “Limerick Madness.”  Similar to March Madness basketball, this contest will pair up the limericks and students will 
vote for their favorite to “advance” to the next round. The winning limerick will be shared with the school.  

2) Calaveras County Re-write: The story is funny and, I think, timeless, but students might better relate to it if they can rewrite in their 
own vernacular, setting, etc.  They can even include themselves or people they know as characters.  This will allow students to work 
on creative writing and incorporate some of the humor techniques we’ve discussed to that point.  

3) Satire Article: students will review topical articles in The Onion for a lesson on satire.  Then they will write their own short satire 
piece about current events at the school.  If time allows, we will assemble the finished products into an anthology (i.e. school version 
of the The Onion) for our class to enjoy and share.  

Informal Assessments: 

1) Journal Writing: students will keep a journal during this unit.  I will collect it periodically to 
review their responses, thoughts, and questions to the various items we discuss in class.  

2) Literature Circles: we will read and discuss Sedaris’ book using the literature circle method.  Students will have different roles and 
turn in their notes for evaluation. 

3) Peer Review: Students will spend at least 2 days in class workshopping their final project and recording peer review feedback.  This 
feedback will be included with the final project so I can see their progress and evaluate how students are reviewing their peer’s work. 

4) Exit Slips: These are a solid way to gauge feedback from students who may not voice their questions or ideas in class.  
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V. Sequence & Scope

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Week 1
(DONE)

AIM: TO THINK 
ABOUT WHAT WE FIND 
FUNNY

Introduce Unit: different 
types of humor, etc.

Quick Write: What is the 
funniest thing that has 
happened to you? 

Podcast: What makes 
something funny? 

AIM: TO LEARN ABOUT 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
HUMOR

Humor Theory

Read article in Psych today 
and discuss

HW: Read 10 factors that 
make something funny (from 
English Journal) – return to 
your funny scenario from day 
1 to identify them in journal 

AIM: TO EXPLORE HUMOR 
IN SHORT STORY

Discuss homework and intro 
Twain

Read aloud first half of short 
story

HW: Read the rest and record 
thoughts in journal

AIM: TO REWRITE SO AS TO 
UPDATE 

Discuss Twain thoughts and intro 
re-write project

Students work on Twain re-write in 
class

HW: Work on Twain re-write

AIM: TO REWRITE SO AS 
TO UPDATE

Pair and share Twain re-write 
for peer feedback. 

HW: Finish Twain re-write for 
Monday

Content Essential Questions What is funny? How does 
humor work? 

Humor in short story Twain 2.0 Twain 2.0

Skills Writing Critical Analysis (of non 
fiction article and their own 
writing)

Recognize types of humor; 
Analyze word choice

Creative Writing Creative Writing; Peer 
Review

Assessment Quick Write Journal Writing Group Discussion Story re-write Story re-write; Peer Review 
notes

Week 2 AIM: TO EXPLORE 
HUMOR IN MEMOIR

Intro Mini Lesson: 
Memoir

Intro: Sedaris, about the 
author

Read aloud first chapter. 

HW: Finish Ch 1 for 
homework

AIM: TO EXPLORE 
HUMOR IN MEMOIR

Free Write 3 short open 
response questions on humor 
in Ch 1.  

Pair and Share; Class 
Discussion 

Independent reading Ch 2. 

HW: Finish Ch. 2

AIM: TO REVIEW/DISCUSS 
LITERATURE IN GROUPS

Mini Lesson: Demo Literature 
Circles

Literature Circles for Ch. 2 

HW: Write down 2 specific 
passages you have found funny 
and explain why (based on info 
we’ve discussed)

AIM: TO EVALUATE AUDIO 
VERSION OF TEXT

Revisit Lit Circle: What worked, 
what didn’t, etc. 

Listen to Ch. 3 audio and take notes 
in journal (interesting things, 
questions, etc.) 

HW: bring new words from Sedaris

AIM: TO LEARN NEW 
WORDS 

Vocab Review from Sedaris 
(in context of power of 
words)

Independent choice book 
reading
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Content Sedaris Text (Humor in 
Memoir)

Sedaris Text Sedaris Text Sedaris Text (audio) Sedaris and independent book

Skills Reading Critical Analysis and writing Discuss and Analyze a text; 
Group Dynamics and 
Communication

Listening and note taking Vocabulary and Reading

Assessment Informal Pop Quiz Responses Lit. Circle Review Journal Review Vocab worksheet

Week 3 AIM: TO LEARN WHAT 
A LIMERICK IS AND 
HOW TO WRITE ONE

Mini Lesson: Limerick

Read excerpts from 
Edward Lear’s Book of 
Nonsense

Write your own limerick 
using worksheet. 

AIM: SAME

Finish limericks in class and 
intro the “limerick madness” 
competition (begins next day 
when all final limericks will 
be posted)

AIM: TO LEARN THE 
FEATURES OF HUMOR IN 
PARODY

Mini Lesson: Parody

Watch popular music video (i.e. 
Gangnam style) and then several 
parody videos. 

Discuss other places we see 
parody; why its funny.   

HW: Find parody video or article 
and write 2 pp. about it

AIM: TO LEARN THE 
FEATURES OF HUMOR IN 
SATIRE

Mini Lesson: Satire; how humor 
can be used to critique

Read articles from the Onion and 
write in journal.  

Intro Satire Article project

HW: Brainstorm ideas for your 
satire article

AIM: TO LEARN THE 
FEATURES OF HUMOR IN 
SATIRE

Finish Satire article and 
prepare for printing and 
distribution to school.  

Intro: Humor in Advertising.  
Read opening paragraph out 
loud and students have rest of 
class to continue reading

HW: Finish article

Content Limerick Limerick Parody Examples Satire Satire / Humor in Advertising 
Article 

Skills Analyzing and writing 
poetry

Analyzing and writing poetry Watch and analyze video Reading, Pre-writing; Journal 
Writing

Reading; Taking Notes

Assessment Limerick Limerick Homework and class discussion Journals  Satire Article
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Week 4 AIM: TO LEARN 
ABOUT HOW HUMOR 
FUNCTIONS IN 
BUSINESS

Continue Humor in 
Advertising

Discuss key points from 
the reading

Review examples of funny 
ads (Super Bowl ads, 
funny print, etc)

HW: Find a funny ad to 
discuss in class

AIM: TO FOCUS ON 
PRODUCT OR SERVICE 
FOR FINAL PROJECT

Share ads and review key 
points from article

Intro Final Project

Rest of class students can 
think about what they want to 
use as their product/service 
and write in journal

AIM: TO WORK IN GROUPS 
AND DISCUSS FINAL 
PROJECT

Work on final project in class, 
with time split between working 
solo and in pairs (with recorded 
feedback)

HW: Work on final project

AIM: CONTINUE WORKING ON 
FINAL PROJECT

Work on final project in class, with 
time split between working solo and 
in pairs (with recorded feedback)

HW: Work on final project

AIM: TO COMMUNICATE 
WITH PEERS TO 
EVALUATE THEIR WORK

Workshop Final project in 
pairs using rubric.  
Incorporate any final feedback 
and make last revisions to 
turn in on Monday.  

Tease next unit 

HW: Finish Final Project

Content Humor in Advertising Humor in Advertising Final Project Final Project Final Project

Skills Read and discuss non 
fiction article; Watch and 
Analyze Video

Review and provide feedback 
on other students’ work

Review and provide feedback on 
other students’ work

Review and provide feedback on 
other students’ work

Review and provide feedback 
on other students’ work

Assessment Journal Peer Review Comments Peer Review Peer Review Final Project

VI. Differentiated Instruction

This classroom, like most, is a diverse mix of students with different cultural backgrounds, learning styles, and interests.  I am hopeful 
that the umbrella of “humor” - something they use without even thinking about it - helps make the material accessible for everyone.  
Returning to Nilsen’s article, “Many teachers are especially worried that if they allow humor in their classrooms, they risk offending 
minority students. Actually, humor is a wonderful tool for talking about cultural differences because when people are smiling they are 
more likely to be open to new ideas and to new ways of looking at problems” (39). 
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One foundational piece of making differentiation possible is to create a classroom community.  In a space with mutual respect, 
tolerance, and patience, students should feel more comfortable speaking up when they do not understand a concept or when they have 
a great example that other students might benefit from.  According to Linda Christensen, “We don’t build communities instead of 
working on academics.  We build communities while we work on academics” (15).  With this idea in mind, I will return to the 
Limerick Madness activity as an example.  Students will share a piece of themselves through the poetry they create, and hopefully by 
reading other students’ work, they will come to know each other better.  Maybe two students who hadn’t talked before will find they 
share something in common, or at least have a starting point for dialogue (e.g. “ I liked what you wrote about.”).  Christensen says, 
“Through poetry, the mirror we hold up in class reflects students’ lives” (15).  Through this activity, we will strengthen bonds among 
classmates and between the students and myself, while creating new forms of knowledge.   

Peter Smagorinsky’s Teaching English by Design is grounded in that theory of constructing knowledge.  This theory, constructivism, 
focuses on the shift from the role of teacher as transmitter of knowledge to the co-creator of knowledge along with students 
(Smagorinsky 8).  According to Smagorinsky, there are different areas that affect how students create meaning: 1) their interpretation 
of codes for the material they are studying; 2) their personal experiences; 3) the social context of reading; and 4) the cultural 
backgrounds of students (Smagorinsky 8-9).  Recognizing these focal areas is important for differentiating instruction and 
understanding why students might react differently to the same material.  For example, some students experience see humor as a way 
of coping with issues.  Maybe they have a family member who is a comedian, or maybe they are just extremely serious and do not find 
much funny.  Each student is going to interact with the various texts and other materials in unique ways based on their own 
backgrounds, and ideally, this will allow for a deeper and more complex construction of knowledge in the class.  

There are 2-3 English Language Learners in this class, so I will have to provide the necessary support to help them engage with and 
understand the materials we use.  According to Laura Baecher, one way to do that is to use “think-pair-share and turn-and-talk 
structures to build in oral language use and processing time on tasks” (65).  Students will have many opportunities to work in pairs and 
small groups, ideally matching ELLs with other students who speak their language.  Baecher also suggests we be mindful “that 
bilingual students use both languages to learn” (66) so I will explore allowing students to write their shorter assignments in their home 
language and submit to me electronically, so I can translate with Google translate or a similar tool.  Students will also record their 
responses, thoughts and ideas in a journal, with ELL students encouraged to keep an individualized vocabulary notebook so we can 
work on troublesome words together (Baecher 67).  Finally, Baecher’s article mentions how ELL students can sometimes better access 
a text when they hear it or see it, so I will explore digital versions of the primary texts from Twain and Sedaris (69).  For Sedaris in 
particular, since we are reading chapters and not the whole book, incorporating the audio version of a chapter will help break up that 
week and keep students engaged.  
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As mentioned, there are some students in the class that are struggling readers and some with moderate learning disabilities.  I will have 
to be mindful of differentiating instruction, where possible, similar to the ELL students.  In his article, “Questioning ‘Normal’: Seeing 
Children First and Labels Second,” David Connor provides 13 tips for working with children with learning disabilities.  Some of these 
suggestions I found particular relevant and useful to this lesson plan.  The first one is #3, which says, “Create access points for all 
students throughout each lesson” and this is something I will have to develop in the moment.  There are a variety of activities - 
reading, writing, discussing, watching video, etc. - but I will have to keep an eye out for students who might need to look at a 
particular topic in a different way.  Another example is #8 -  “Provide opportunities for all students to demonstrate their knowledge” - 
and it says “students who are uncomfortable speaking in front of their peers can write rather than talk about what they’ve 
read” (Connor 3).  Students will be encouraged to share their thoughts as a group, but will also have opportunities in small groups and 
journals if they are  shy about speaking up.  Finally, #12 says “Develop your patience and sense of humor” (Connor 3) and what better 
way to be mindful of my own sense of humor than by teaching about humor?     
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Appendix

A. Rubric for Final Project
Criteria Exceeds Standard (2 pts) Meets Standard (1 pt) Below Standard (0 pts)

Product / Service 
Description

It is clear immediately what product or service 
is being advertised.  

It is possible to tell what type of product or 
service is being advertised. 

It is not clear what type of product or 
service the ad is for.  

Overall presentation This ad is well organized,  polished, and 
ready for TV or print. It catches the audienceʼs 
attention.  

The ad is solid but would have benefited 
from another round of revisions for word 
choice, graphics, etc.

Looks like an unfinished “rough cut”

Humor / Creativity The ad is clever and original, and the style of 
humor is a good fit for the target audience.  

The ad is a familiar concept, but with a new 
twist.  It is funny and moderately convincing.   

The ad lacks original elements and it is 
difficult to tell what type of humor is being 
used. 

Explanation: 
Content

1-2 page explanation includes detailed 
product or service description, target 
audience, and clearly defines the type of 
humor attempted using more than 2 
references to material read in unit. 

1-2 page explanation includes basic 
information on the product or service and 
target audience.  Discussion of humor has 
exactly 2 references to class material.  

Explanation is less than a full page and 
does not adequately describe the product 
or service, and target audience.  
Discussion of humor has less than 2 
references to class material. 

Explanation: 
Mechanics

Explanation is well organized, clear and 
concise, with no grammatical errors. Excellent  
writing. 

Explanation has less than 5 grammatical, 
spelling or other errors.  Good writing. 

Explanation has numerous grammatical, 
spelling and other errors, and appears to 
be a rough draft.  

POINT TALLY

General Comments:General Comments:General Comments:General Comments:
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Appendix

B. Rubric For Creative Writing
Criteria Exceeds Standard (2 pts) Meets Standard (1 pt) Below Standard (0 pts)

Written Expression Incorporates key elements and 
defining features of the  particular 
genre; uses 3 or more “tier 2” words

Incorporates at least one key element or 
defining feature of the particular genre. Uses 
1 or 2 “tier 2” words.

Does not incorporate any key elements or 
defining features of the particular genre. Zero 
“tier 2” words.    

Organization Content is well organized with topic 
sentences (if applicable), transitions 
between ideas, and strong conclusion. 

Content is mostly organized, with transitions 
in most key areas and a conclusion that 
summarizes main points.

Content is presented without logical 
sequencing, transitions or conclusion.  

Humor / Creativity The story includes multiple humorous 
and creative elements. 

The story includes 1 or 2 humorous and 
creative elements.  

The story includes zero humorous and creative 
elements.  

Mechanics Story is well organized, clear and 
concise, with no grammatical errors. 
Excellent writing. 

Story has less than 5 grammatical, spelling or 
other errors.  Good writing. 

Story has numerous grammatical, spelling and 
other errors, and appears to be a rough draft.  

Story-telling Narrative is compelling and engaging 
for the reader.  

Narrative is at some points compelling and 
engaging for the reader.

Narrative is not compelling or engaging. 

POINT TALLY

General Comments:General Comments:General Comments:General Comments:
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(PEER REVIEW FEEDBACK/COMMENTS ON NEXT PAGE)
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Peer Review Feedback

Context: Meets all the standards. You may want to include some details about socio-economic status of your students (based on the 
free/reduced lunch stats on DOE site). Maybe also talk about the specific literacy needs that your classroom has. ADDED FREE 
LUNCH INFO. 

Rationale: Excellent explanation here, I wonder if you could connect it to the students' lation/african-american cultural backgrounds in 
some way as well? Might be too late but just a thought I STRUGGLED WITH THIS AND WOULD LIKE TO RESEARCH MORE 
CULTURALLY RELEVANT SOURCES THAT FIT.  

Resources: This is a long list of great resources, very well thought out. I love David Sedaris!  Great incorporation of non-fiction texts 
here. 

Assessments: These tie in well to your essential questions. I wonder if you might include exit/entrance slips to do quick informal 
assessments during class time to check in with students?  GOOD CALL - ADDED TO ASSESSMENT SECTION

Sequence and scope: Easy to follow and I like how your assessments are lined up for each day. Missing an "aim" statement for each 
day, but perhaps you don't need it? I followed another model from blackboard that had it included?  OOPS - KIND OF IMPORTANT 
- ADDED

Differentiation: Addresses all the main points and incorporates readings well. You discuss differentiating for special needs, are there 
any specific scaffolding activities you plan to do for those with IEP's or special needs?  GOOD POINT. NEED TO GIVE THIS 
MORE THOUGHT
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